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Abstract 
Zaionc, M., I-Definability on free algebras, Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 51 (1991) 
279-300. 
A A-language over a simple type structure is considered. There is a natural isomorphism which 
identifies free algebras with nonempty second-order types. If A is a free algebra determined 
by the signature S, = [or, . . , an], then by a type fl we mean r,, . . , r”+O where 
ri = Oui+ 0. It can be seen that closed terms of the type ti reflex constructions in the algebra 
A. Therefore any term of the type (ti) + r/ defines some n-ary mapping in algebra A. The 
problem is to characterize A-definable mappings in any free algebra. It is proved that the set of 
l-definable operations is the minimal set that contains constant functions and projections and is 
closed under composition and limited recursion. This result is a generalization of the result of 
Schwichtenberg (1975) and Statman (1979) which characterize the I-definable functions over 
the natural number type (O+O)+ (O+ 0), i.e algebra [l, 01, as well as of the result of Zaionc 
(1987) for I-definable word operations over type (O+O)“+ (O-+0), i.e algebra [l, . . . , 1, 01, 
and of the results about A-definable tree operations (Zaionc, 1988 and 1990), i.e in algebra 
[2,0]. Some of the examples in Section 5 are based on a publication of Zaionc (1988). 
1. Free algebras 
An algebra A given by a signature S, = [a,, . . . , cu,] has n constructors 
Cl, . * * 9 c, of arities ~yr,..., cr, respectively. Expressions of the algebra A are 
defined recursively as the minimal set such that if ai = 0, then ci is an expression 
and if tl, . . . , tai are expressions, then ci(tl, . . . , tlli) is an expression. We may 
assume that at least one ai is equal to 0, otherwise the set of expressions is empty. 
Let A be the set of all expressions in algebra A. We are going to investigate 
mappings f : Ak + A. Any constructor can be seen as a function ci : Ani- A. This 
includes the situation when ai = 0. Let x be a list of expressions x1, . . . , & and 
fi9.. . , fn be functions of arity k + ai respectively. A class X of mappings is 
closed for primitive recursion if the k + 1-ary function h defined by 
h(ci(yr, . . . > Y,,), x) =.W(y,, XL . . . 9 NY,, ~1, ~1 
for all i s n belongs to X whenever functions fi, . . . , fn are in X. In the case when 
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ai = 0 the equation is reduced to h(ci, X) ‘A(X). Let US distinguish the following 
operations. pf is the k-ary projection which extracts the ith argument, i.e. 
Pr(%, * * * , Xk) = Xi* The Cl ass 9 of operations is defined as the minimal class that 
contains constructors and projections and is closed under composition and 
primitive recursion. The class T0 E 9 is the minimal class that contains projec- 
tions and constructors and is closed under composition. The class 9’ for k > 0 is 
defined as the class of all k +p-ary functions for p 3 0 such that any function f 
from Sk considered as a function of the first k arguments belongs to .?& i.e., a 
k + p-ary function f is in Sk iff for all expressions El, . . . , Ep E A the function p 
defined by p(xl, . . . , xk) =f(xl, . . . , xk, El, . . . , E,) belongs to .L?&. The class 
SF, is the minimal class that contains constructors and projections and is closed 
under composition and the following limited version of primitive recursion: if 
5 E SA fl Sai for i s n, then the function h defined by 
h(ci(Yr 9 . . . > ~a,), x) =&My,, x), . . . , h(yai, x),x) 
belongs to Sk. 
2. Typed A calculus 
Our language is derived from Church’s [3,4] simple theory of types. Every 
term possesses a unique type which indicates its position in a functional hierarchy. 
The set TYPE is defined as follows: 0 is a type and if t1 and r2 are types then 
rl-+ rz. is a type. We use the following notation: if r, t,, . . . , z, are types then by 
Tl, . . . , tn-)z we understand the type zl~(t*‘(..‘-,(t,-,t))...). 
Therefore, every type t has the unique form tr+ (r2+ (+ . e--f (r,, + 0) . . .). The 
type ti is called the component of t and is denoted by r[i]. Define inductively 
type t[il, . . . , ik] by (z[iJ . - - [ik__l])[ik]. We shall abbreviate rl-, (Q+ (. . -+ 
(IT*+ z)* * *) by X%r ri ---, t. (both notations are adopted from [12, p. 3301). By a 
type r”+ y we mean the type t+ (t* (. - * (t- y) - . .) with IZ occurrences of r 
(with to+ ,U = p). For any type r we define numbers rank(r) and arg(r) as 
follows: arg(0) = rank(O) = 0 and arg( tl, . . . , r,, + 0) = n and rank( r1 , . . . , rn + 
0) = maxi,l,...,n (rank(ri)) + 1. A type r is regular (introduced in [12]) if r satisfies 
the following condition: rank(r) G 3 and if i s arg(t) then arg(t[i]) G 1. 
Associated with each type r is a denumerable set of variables V(t). Any 
variable of type r is a term of type t. If T is a term of type rl+ t2 and S is a term 
of type tr then TS is a term of type t2. If T is a term of type rz and x is a variable 
of type r1 then AX. T is a term of type tr+ r2. If T is a term of type r we write 
T E t. If T is a term and x is a variable of the same type as a term S, then T[x/S] 
denotes the substitution of the term S for each free occurrence of x in T. The 
axioms of equality between terms have the form of LY-, /I-, r,r-conversions ( ee [1] 
or [6]) and the convertible terms are written as T =Bll S. By Cl(r) we mean the set 
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of all closed terms (without free variables) of type r. A term T is in long normal 
form if T = Ax, * - - x,.yT, . . - Tk where y is an xi for some i G n or y is a free 
variable, lj for j G k are in long normal form and yT, - - - Tk is a term of ground 
type. Long normal forms exist and are unique for /+zonversions (compare [5] or 
Pll). 
3. Cakulus with tuple types 
In order to easily represent and manipulate finite strings of terms of potentially 
different types we extend our language by adding a new constructor for forming 
the Cartesian product of types and terms. By TYPE* we mean the minimal set 
that contains TYPE and is closed under the Cartesian product formation: if 
Tl, . . . , z,, ETYPE* then [tl, . . . , z,] E TYPE*. The empty tuple is denoted by 
o E TYPES*. We use the abbreviation XF==, ri for the string [r,, . . . , tn]. We 
assume that a string of empty types is empty, so XY==, w = o. In the case when all 
ri are the same we use the notation t” instead of Xr==, t (with r” = 0). We also 
extend the type formation + for string types as follows: XFct=, ri-, p means 
rl+ (rz+ - - - (tn+ p) - - -) including o-,p = ~1 and t+ Xc1 pi means XjF-i 
(r + pj) including t + w = o. Particularly we have 
Since types are usually employed for describing the construction of function 
spaces, the above definitions are in fact typical identifications. The first equation 
identifies ABXC with ABC which usually is called ‘currying’. The second equates 
(A x B)C with AC x BC. We will call elements of TYPE* types and elements of 
TYPE simple types. It is easy to observe that every simple type admits the unique 
form X7==, ri+ 0 where ri are also simple types called components of r. We can 
prove several equations between types, for example, 
(t-+p)“= t-+$, 
(rk+pY = rk-+pn, 
for a simple type t of arity k, 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
The language over tuple types is build in a similar way. If M is a finite string of 
terms [M,,..., f&f,] of types ti, . . . , tn respectively, then M is denoted by 
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XY==, Mi of the type XY==, ri. We use the same notation M E t to say that Mi is a 
term of type ri for i S n. This definition may be iterated so we may consider 
strings of strings of terms and so on. The empty tuple of terms is denoted by 52 of 
type o. In the case when all Mi are the same we use M” instead of Xy==, M with 
Q” = Sz. Term formation is as follows: If M E XY==, zi+ p and N E Xi”=, ri, then 
by NM we mean MN, . - . N, of type p with MS2 = M when XF==, ri = w (n = 0). 
If ME t+ Xj’Ll pj and NE r, then by MN we mean [M,N, . . . , M,N] or 
equivalently Xi”=, MiN of type XjEl pi with DN = Q in case when m = 0. If M E p 
and x is a variable of type XY==, rip then by Ax. M we mean Ax, * . - x,.M of type 
X7==, ri+p with Ax,.M = M for variable x of type o. If ME Xpl pj and x is a 
variable of type t, then by Ax. M we mean [Ax.M,, . . . , Ax. Mm] which is identical 
with X~~‘=,(A~MJoftyper+Xi”,r~~withAx.52=SZwhenm=O. IfMisaterm 
of type Xr==, (ri+ pi) and N is a term of type X Y=r i, then by parallel application 
M.N we mean the term XL=, MiNi of type XY==, pi. If x is a variable of type 
Xr==, ri and M E XT=t=, pi, then by parallel abstraction Ax.M we mean the term 
[k.M,, . . . , Ax,,. M,] of type Xr==, (ri + pi). We may summarize all those 
definitions by: 
M - N,, with MO = M, 
with QN = Si2, 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
-x,.M with Ax,.M = M, (3.7) 
with Ax. A2 = Q, (3.8) 
(~lM)~(i~lN)=~l (MN), (3.9) 
(3.10) 
By simple term we mean a term of simple type. If M is a simple term and x is a 
variable of type XY=r ri and NE XZ1 ri, then M[x/N] denotes the term obtained 
by simultaneous substitution of the terms Ni for any free occurrences of xi 
respectively in M. If M E Xi”=, pi, then M[x/N] means [M,[x/N], . . . , MJxIN]], 
and if n = k, then M[x//N] means [Ml[x,/Nl], . . . , M,[x,/N,,]]. We define 
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/Iv-conversions and the notation of long normal form recursively on the 
complexity of tuple types. Two terms A4 and N of the same type XY=r pi are 
equal modulo conversions, M =p,, N, if and only if Mi =pll Ni for all 
i s n. We say that term M of type XrCt=, pi is in long normal form if every 
Mi is in long normal form and M is called closed if every Mi is closed. We can 
prove the following extensions of conversions: 
rZx.M =s,,Ay.M[xly] (sequential cy-conversion,) (3.11) 
Ax.M =,&y.M[xl/y] (parallel a-conversion), (3.12) 
(ilx. M)N =pll M[x/N] (sequential &conversion), (3.13) 
(Ax.M).N =Brl M[xIIN] (parallel @conversion), (3.14) 
hx.(Mx) =Bll M (sequential rj-conversion), (3.15) 
iLt.(M.x) =Bq M (parallel rj-conversion). (3.16) 
Having proved the existence of the long normal form in ordinary typed 
A-calculus we can show the same for tuple terms by induction. If M is a term of 
type XZi pi, then by Mi we mean the ith coordinate of M. Therefore we have 
(MN), = MiN, (3.17) 
(Ax. M)i = ho Mi, (3.18) 
(M.N)i = M&, (3.19) 
(AK.M)i = hi. Mi, (3.20) 
(3.21) 
pi = 52. (3.22) 
In Section 4 we will investigate representability of operations in a free algebra by 
A terms. If S, = [ aI, . . . , a,,] for Cui E N is a signature of some algebra A, then by 
ti we mean the type [ XY==, (Oai+ O)]+ 0. ti is a simple type. We will see that 
closed terms of this type reflect constructions in the algebra A. By $ we mean 
the ith component of the type r“‘, i.e., r$’ = O”+ 0. Let Zi be a variable of type 
(z”)” and x be a variable of type [ XYzt=, (Oa;-+ O)]. Let c be a closed term of type 
x;==, [(ti)“” ti] defined by c = [Cl, . . . , Cn] where Ci of the type (t”)“+ ti 
is Ci = AZiX*Xi(ZiX). 
Definition. Let X be the collection of closed terms of types (t”)” + ti defined 
recursively as the minimal set containing As.si and Ar. C’i for mi = 0 and satisfying 
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the following property: If D is a closed term of type (t”)” + (z”)” for Cui > 0 such 
that Dj E X for all i s ai, then the closed term ks. ~i:.<~S) of type (z”)“+ ti 
belongs to X. 
In the next few lemmas we use variables and constants of some special types, A 
bar over a name of a term indicates that it is a closed term of appropriate type. 
Let 
A be a closed term of type (ti)“, 
B be a term of type 0, 
c be a closed‘term of type X7==, [(z”)“-+ z”], 
fi be a closed term of type (ti)“h (ti)“, 
I? be a variable of type (t”)“- 6’, 
P be a closed term of type Xyzt=, [(z”)“‘“+ ti], 
G, G’ be terms of type XL=, [(ti)“+ ti”], 
A be a closed term of type (ti)“+‘+ ti, 
fbe a closed term of type (t”)“+(Xyzl r$)*(X;, q“), 
j be a closed term of type ( t”)k + (t”)“, 
K, K’, K1, . . . , K, be terms of type X7==, ($)+ (On’-* 0), 
P be a closed term of type (z”)” 4 ti, 
R be a variable of type Xy=i O”, 
S be a variable of type @, 
T be a variable of type (t”)“, 
X, Y be variables of type X?==, (t”)“, 
Zi be a variable of type (t”)“, 
s be a variable of type (z”)“, 
x, y, z be variables of type X Z1 z$ 
Lemma 3.1. The term c is well-formed in type XY==, [(z”)“-’ I!]. 
Proof. To determine the type of c we build the type inference tree: 
zi E (t”)” x E j, (O-+ 0) 
Xi COW+0 ZiX E Oai (see 3.3) 
x E 2 (Oq+ 0) 
j=l 
Xj(ZjX) E 0 
Zi E (IF)” Ax.Xj(Z,X) E l? 
LZ&*Xj(ZiX) E (Z+)“+ Z+ 
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Lemma 3.2. For every closed ferm r, the term A.Y.(dTx.((ITx).(Yx))) is 
well-formed in type X7==, [(t”)“‘“-, I!)]. 
Proof. A type inference tree for the term l+Y.(ATx.((fTx).(Yx))) is: 
(ITx).(Yx) E i;I 0 = 0” 
Ax.(ITx).(Yx) E i;I $--+O” = (z”) 
ATx.(jTx).(Yx) E (I+)“+ (t”)” = i;I ((ti)“, ti) 
AY.ATx.(ITx).(Yx) E jCI (~+)“+(ti)~+ ti = iEI [(t”)“+“+ z”)] 
0 
Lemma 3.3. For every closed term J, the closed term ATX.Xi(JTX) is well-formed 
in type (ti)“+ ti. 
Proof. A type inference tree for the term )cTX.Xi(JTX) is 
J E (ti)“+ (t”)” T E (z”)” 
Xi EOai+O ~Tx E Oni 
x@Tx) E 0 
~x.xi(JTx)E j; ~‘-,O=zA 
i=l 
ATx.Xi(JTX) E (t”)“-* ti q 
Lemma 3.4. For any closed terms T, p, l? and F, the closed term 
(P.((x;==, (H”i.Q)Q)~ is well-formed in type (t”)“. 
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Proof. A type inference tree for the term (F.(( X7==, (I?%F))T))T is 
q 
Lemma 3.5. For every closed term F, the closed term ASTx.S(AR.(Fm(Az.R))Tx) 
is well-formed in type (ti)‘+‘+ 6’. 
Proof. A type inference tree for the term ASTx.S(AR.(~.(Az.R))Tx) is 
ZEj;: I+ RE i? 0” 
i=l i=l 
P E ii1 [(z”)“‘“’ z”] Az.R E j; $4 j; O”= j; (I?)” 
i=l i=l i=l 
l%(Az.R) E fl [(I!)“+ I+] = (t”)“+ (ti)” r E (ti)” 
(i%(Az.R))F E (z”)” = jl $+On .A 2-f 
i=l 
R E j; Oai 
i=l 
(i%(Az.R))% E 0” = iil 0 
SEL+O AR.(F.(Az.R))Tx E i? (0=-O) = j; I$ 
i=l i=l i=l 
S(AR.(h(Az.R))Tx) E 0 
Ax.S(AR.@(Az.R))Tx) E k e-+0= I+ 
i=l 
ATx.S(AR.(F.(Az.R))Tx) E (z”)“+ ti 
ASTx.S(AR.(h(Az.R))Tx) E (ti)‘+‘-+ 8 cl 
Lemma 3.6. For any closed terms T, P and Z?, the closed term (A” .( t?. Y))T is 
well-formed in type (ti)“. 
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Proof. A type inference tree for the term (An.(c.F))T is 
H” E i51 ((ti)““-+ ti) C.FE 2 ti 
i=l 
P.(C.Y) Eijl ((z-y”-+ ti) = (z”)“-+ (IF) T E (If)” 
(P.(C.Y))~ E (z”) 0 
Lemma 3.7. Let J be a closed term of type (ti)” + (ti)“. Let I? = ATx.x,(jTx). 
For every closed term T of type (z”)“, HT =o,, Ci(Z). 
Proof. Follows trivially from the definitions of fi and Ci. See also the type 
checking for l? in Lemma 3.3. 0 
Lemma 3.8. Let 1 be a closed term of type (ti)” + (X YE’=, $) 4 (Xi”=, $). 
Let F be a closed term of type Xi”=, [(I?)~~+~+ z?)] defined by 
E = AY.(ATx.((ITjr).(Yx))). Let l? be a closed term of type (I?)~+‘+ z? deJined 
by H = ASTx.S(rTx). For every closed term ?’ of type (z^)” and every closed term 
E of type Xi”=, (I!)“, 
Proof. In Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6 we checked that both terms have the same type 
(z”)“. We must remember that since P is a closed term of type Xy==, (ti)“, r has 
the form Xy=‘=, x = Xy==, Xz, (~)j. 
(P.(C.TQT 
=oq (i!IEi(CiFi))T by (3.9) 
by definition of fi 
=pq i!l (;cx*((AY.Yi(EY))(lTx))) by definition of Ci 
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by (3.13) 
by (3.17) 
by definition of k; 
by (3.6) 
by definition of fi 
by (3.6) 
=pqijl (Ax.(&Tx)((H%FgTx)) by form of z 
=a,i:l (Ax.q(R%QT)Tx)) by definition of E 
by (3.15) 
by definition of F. Cl 
Lemma 3.9. If l? is a closed term of type (I?)” --, ti from the collection ST’, then 
for any closed terms i?, A and I?, the terms Ax.l?(Az. (l?.A)Tx)x and 
E((P.A)T) are /3q-convertible. 
Proof. It is easy to check that both terms have the same type ti. The proof of 
the lemma is by induction on the construction of functions from X. If B is AKS,, 
then 
Ax.E(ilz.(P.A)Tx)x 
=s&L((Az.(P.A)~x),x) by definition of ,? 
=@,Ax.((ilz.((EJP.A)T)ix)x) by (3.18) (3.17) 
‘Bs ox. ((~‘.A)~)iX by (3.13) 
=/rq ((R%A)T)i by (3.15) 
=flq .!?(@%A)?) by definition of E. 
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Let b be a closed term of type (z”)” --* (t”)” such that every Dj E X for j s CY~. 
For induction we assume that every Dj satisfies the lemma which means that tuple 
terms Ax.b(Az.@.&~x)x and @(#‘.&F) are /3n-convertible. We want to 
prove that the lemma holds for the term ,!? = A.s.x.x,(Dsx): 
Ax.B(Az.(P.A)Tx)x 
=,,~.xi(b(nZ.(~p.A)~~)X) by definition of I? 
=~,hr.x,([ny.D(Az.(~%J)~y)y]X) by (3.13) 
=,,~x.X,[6((~‘.A)~)]X) by inductive assumption 
=,,E((P.A)T) by definition of l?. 0 
Lemma 3.10. Let F be a closed term of type X;, [(I+)“+“+ ti)] such that for 
every closed term i? the term c of type X7==, [(t”)“+ t”] defined by AX.(E.X)p 
belongs to 2’. Let fi be the closed term of type (I!)‘+‘- ti defined by 
k!?Tx.S(AR.(~.(Az.R))Tx). For every closed term T of type (t”)” and every 
closed term y of type X7==, (z”)“, 
Proof. In Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6 we checked that both terms (p,(c.F))T and 
(E.([X~=‘=,@.~]~))~ have the same type (t”)“. By Lemma 3.5 the term 
ASTx.S(AR.(~.(Az.R))Tx) is well typed in (Y’)‘+‘+ ti. Let T and P be closed 
terms. 
=~~((i~~A>.((~~~i).(~~$)))~ bydefinitionof cand P 
=pq((jrfi)m((& Cpi))T by (3.9) 
‘Pa ((ifi Q(CE))t by (3.9) 
=Bs .g (hr.(~i~i)(nR.(P.(nZ.R))TX)) 
r=l 
by definition of Z? and (3.13) 
=pqi!, (~.(~Y.Yi(~Y))(AR*(E~(A.z.R))TX)) by def. of ci, (3.13) 
=pqiil (kx.((AR*(E.(AZ.R))TX)i(~(AR.(P.(AZ.R))%)))) by (3.13) 
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=@qi$l (ILr.((~.R,.(~.(~Z.R))iTX)(~(nR.(~.(nZ.R))~X)))) by (3.20), (3.17) 
=@qi:I (ilx.((iZRi.(~(llZ.Ri))T;c)(~(lZR.(F.(ilZ.R))~~)))) by (3.19), (3.18) 
=S,& (hr.((3LRi.~i(llZ.Ri)x)(~(~R.(E.(ilZ.R))~~)))) by def. of pi 
=oqiZ?l (~.(~i(nZ.(~(3tR.(~.(;ZZ.R))TX))X)) by (3.13) 
=pqi!r (hx.(~i(~Z.((H”i.~)Tx))x)) by definition of fi 
by Lemma 3.9 
=pqijl (@(A%PJi;)F) by definition of Gi 
=Brl ;; (@.(i;l (if%+) 
r=l 
by (3.9) 
=p& 
>> 
i; by definition of I? 0 
Lemma 3.11. Let I be a closed term of type (z”)“-(X~CI 7$“-* X7==, $). Let 
F be the closed term of type X ;=I [( T?L)~+~* z”)] defined by P = 
AY.(ATx.((ITx).(Yx))). F or every closed term ?‘, the closed term G of type 
Xy+ [(ti)“- t’)] defined by AX.(F.X)F belongs to 3’C. 
Proof. Type checking for the term E has been done in Lemma 3.2. We prove 
that Gr E X for every r s n. Let T be a closed term. G, is AX,. F;X, F =Brl 
AX,x.i;Tx(X,x). &T is a simple closed term of type X Z1 I$’ + I$ = X Y=r $ ---, 
(O”+O). Since rank( XF==, $+ (Oni+O)) =Z 2, there is a finite term grammar 
which produces all closed terms of this type. Consult for details [13, p. 432, 
Theorem l] or [14, p. 4, Lemma 2.31. The grammar is as follows: Let q E Oar 
and let K be a variable. 
K + h2uq. a;, 
K + ilxq.xi when aj = 0, 
K + Axq.xi(Kxq) - - * (fig) when cui # 0. 
fx, times 
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The proof proceeds by induction on the grammar construction of the term &L? 
Case 1: 1,p is Axq.qP for p S rxr. Then G, = &..r. (XT)+ = Hr. (Xr),. Therefore 
r;, E x 
Case 2: i,F is Axs.xj for aj = 0. Then Gr = kXp.Xj = AX,. Cj> therefore G, E Z’. 
Case 3: inductive step. Suppose the lemma is true for closed terms K1, . . . , Kaj 
which means that terms 
G1= AXJ&(XJ), . . . ) G’1= nxJ.B,x(xJ) 
belong to %‘. Let G = [Gi, . . . , C?,1 and Z? = [K,, . . . , KJ. So we , have 
G = nX,_x.fi(X,~). Let us check that the lemma also holds for K’ = Axq.xj(Kxq). 
Let G’ be ~XJ.K’X(XJ). Then 
G’ = ;1X,_r. K’x(X,x) 
= pq ~XJ.xi(fi(XJ)) by definition of K’ 
= B,, I.X,x ci( GX,)x by definition of pi and G. •i 
Lemma 3.12. Every long normal closed term p of type (t”)” +- I? is in one of 
three forms : 
(1) P = )cTx.x, if a; = 0; 
(2) P = ATx.xi(JTx) for some closed term J if cri > 0; 
(3) P = )LTx. T@Tx) for some closed term f. 
Proof. From the definition of long normal form we have that P is in one of three 
possible forms: (a) P = kTx.xi if arg($) = 0 which means that ai = 0, or (b) P is 
ilTx.xiSl . * . SW1 where Sj E Cl(0, {T, x}) for j s aivi, or (c) P is ATx.TR, . * * R, 
where Rj E Cl($, {T, x}) for i 6 It. In the second case let S = [S,, . . . , SJ and 
j = LTx.S. In the third case let R = [R,, . . . , R,] and f = kTx.R. 0 
4. Representability 
If A is an algebra given by a signature S, = [aI, . . . , LY,], then by r? we mean 
the type XT==, [0%+ 0] + 0. Assuming that at least one Cui is 0 we have that ti is 
not empty. For example we may apply Statman’s test [lo, Proposition 4, p. 791. 
There is a natural l-l isomorphism between expressions of algebra A and closed 
terms of type p. If ci is an 0-ary constructor in A, then C’i = hw, - - 'X,*Xi 
represents c;. If a; > 0 and tl, . . . , t, are expressions in A represented by closed 
terms T,, . . . , T,, of type ti then the expression cj(tI, . . . , ta,) is represented by 
the term 
hx, . . * x,.x,(T,x, . . . x,) . - * (T,,x, - . . x,) 
or, which is equivalent, by the term Lx.x,(Tx) or ciT where T = [T,, . . . , T,]. 
Thus, we have a l-l correspondence between Cl(e) and A. The unique (up to 
&r-conversion) term which represents an expression t is denoted by 1. 
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A function h : A” + A is represented by the closed term H of type (z”)” + ti 
iff for all expressions ti, . . . , t,, 
Htl . . - . t,=,&(t,, . . . , ~3. 
Any term which represents the function h is denoted by h. 
A function h : A” -, A is called l-definable if there is a term H E Cl(( z”)” + ti) 
which represents h. It is easy to observe that any closed term H of the type 
(ti)” + ti uniquely defines the function h : A” + A as follows: If tr, . . . , t, E A 
are expressions, then the value is an expression represented by the term 
Htl, . . . , t,,. Conversely one function can be represented by many unconvertible 
terms. Letg , , . . . , g, be functions such that gi is an ai-ary function for all i c n. 
A closed term G of type X?==, [(z”)“+ ti] represents the system g,, . . . , g,, iff 
for all i s n, gi is represented by Gi. 
Example 4.1 (adopted from [16]). Let A = [2, 0] be an algebra of binary trees. 
Let E be a 0-ary constructor (empty tree) and let h be a binary tree constructor. 
In this example infix notation for the binary constructor h is used. By tl^tz we 
mean a tree such that t1 and f2 are respectively left and right subtrees. In this 
example A is the set of all binary trees. Type ti is (O+ (O+ O))+ (O-+ 0). Let H 
be the closed term rlTSpx. Tp(Spx) of type (ti)‘+ ti. It is easy to observe that H 
represents the function append: A2* A defined by 
append( s, s) = s, 
append(h”t2, ~1 = (appen% s)Y(append(t2, s)). 
The function ‘append’ is obtained by a recursion schema from the functions 
g(s) = s and f(y, z, s) = y A z. Since g E .9A and f E 9A tl @‘, the function 
‘append’ belongs to Sk. 
Lemma 4.2. The term c represents the system of functions (constructors) 
(Cl, * * . , CJ. 
Proof. Follows trivially from the definition of c. Cl 
Lemma 4.3. The collection X of terms is just the sef of representatives of elements 
from the class 4. 
Proof. By induction on the construction of elements from X. The constructors 
are represented (Lemma 4.2). Projections are represented. Let f :A”-, A be a 
function represented by F E X. Let functions g, : Ak+ A, . . . , g,, : Ak + A be 
represented by terms G,, . . . , G,, from X. Let G = [G,, . . . , G,]. A function h 
defined by h(el, . . . , ek) = f (g,(e,, . . . , ek), . . . , g,(ei, . . . , C?k)) is represented 
by the term H : = AT. F(GT). By simple induction on the construction of F we can 
check that H E 2’. Cl 
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Lemma 4.4. Let P be a closed term of type X?==, [(z”)“‘“-’ t”] representing the 
system of functions fi, . . . , fn. Let h : Ak+' * A be a function defined by recursion 
from functions fi, . . . , fn. Let I? be a closed term of type (@)k+l+ ti. The 
following two statements are equivalent: 
(1) Term I? represents h. 
(2) (An.(~.~))T=s,(E.([X~=‘=lHni.~]~))~for any closed terms Tand F. 
Proof. By simple encoding in &calculus the definition of primitive recursion. Cl 
Theorem 4.5 (Soundness). If f E SA, then f is A-definable. 
Proof. By induction on the construction of functions from .5FA. All constructors 
are represented (see Lemma 4.2). Trivially all projections are represented and 
representability is preserved by composition. We want to show that repre- 
sentability is also preserved by limited primitive recursion. Let fi, . . . , fn be 
k + q-ary functions such that i E P for i 6 n. Let h be an n + 1-ary function 
defined by limited primitive recursion from fi, . . . , fn. Let the system fi, , . . , fn 
be represented by a closed term E of type X7==, [(z”)“‘“+ z”]. The assumption 
that i belongs to 9” means that for any expressions tl, . . . , tk the function 
(x1, * - * 9 &&+.gh * * * 9 -&xi, t1, . * . , tk) belongs to 5%& This function is repre- 
sented by the term ci defined as AXi. FXiT where Z? is a representation of the 
system tl, . . . , tk. According to Lemma 4.3, Gi belongs to 9Z. Therefore the tuple 
term G = [Gi;, . . . , C&] = ilX.(F.X) T belongs to X for every 7. Let fi be the 
closed term of type (ti)k+l --, ti defined by UTx.S(AR.(~.(Az.R))Tx). By 
Lemma 3.10, we have that for every F and P 
(P.(C.F))f=,,(P.([iGl IP+>p. 
According to Lemma 4.4 it means that H represents h. 0 
Let us introduce a special measure of complexity p for closed terms of any of 
the types (t”)“+ (XF==, z$‘+ 0) for k 3 1. If ilTx. B is a closed term of this type, 
then by p(ATx. B) we mean the number of occurrences of T,, . . . , Tk in the long 
normal form of the term B such that any q for i < k does not occur in the context 
T+. A formal definition is as follows: 
p(ATx.xi) = 0 for all i such that ai = 0, 
p(ATx.xi(jTx)) = 2 p(J) for ai > 0, 
j=l 
p(ATx. T(ITx)) = 0 if iTx =eqx, 
p(ATx. ?;(fTx)) = 1 + i p(J) if iTx Zpllx. 
j=l 
In the next theorem we will design a procedure to reduce the problem of 
representability of a closed term to possibly few ‘simpler’ problems. For the 
reason of termination of this procedure we will investigate some quasi-order of 
terms. Let us consider the set of pairs of natural numbers well-ordered in the 
ordinal o x w. For every closed term P of type (z”)” + ( XFzt=, z$-+ 0) we define 
the pair of numbers (p(P), z(P)). In the Completeness Theorem we will see that 
the procedure works in this way that the pair is decreasing in the ordinal o x co. 
Lemma 4.6. Let f be a closed term of type (z”)” + ( X r-I v$+ X rzl ti). 
Let p be the closed term of type XF==, [(z”)“‘“-‘z”] defined by E = 
~Y.(~Tx.((~Tx)~(Yx))). Let P be the closed teem of type (z”)“-+ti defined by 
P = rlTx. T@Tx). Zf 1Tx ZBsx, then p(E) < p(P) for all i s IV. 
Proof. The term fi has the form AxTx.JTx(xx). It is obvious that the number of 
occurrences of T’s in 4 is less by one than the number of T’s in ATx. z(ITx). The 
new variables (k;:)i for i < a;- of type ti in the term R are in the contexts of Yjx, 
therefore its occurrences do not increase p. El 
Theorem 4.7 (Completeness). Zf p is A-definable, then p E .FA. 
Proof. Let P be a closed term of type (t”)” --, ZA representing p. We will prove 
the theorem by induction on the complexity (p(P), E(P)) of the term p. If 
(p(p), n(P)) = (0, m), then P must be in one of the two possible forms, ATx.xi 
when pi = 0 or ATx. T(~Tx) if ITx = @?x (see Lemma 3.12 and the definition of p). 
If p = ATx.x,, then P represents the function p : Ak + A which maps constantly 
onto the ~onstru~or Ci, i.e., p(e,, . . . , ek) = ci. If P = IzTx.F(fTx) where 
ZTx =B’Ix, then it means that P =B,, ITx. T_x =Brl AT. K. In this case r’ represents 
the projection p(e,, . . . , ek) = et. 
Induction step. Suppose the theorem is true for all closed terms p’ of any of 
the types (t”)‘+ r? such that (p(z”), sc(P’)) < (p(p), n(P))_ If p(p) >O, then 
according to Lemma 3.12 and the definition of p, _F’ must be in one of the two 
possible forms: p = ATx.xi(ITx) for some closed term j or P = ATx. ~(Z~x) for 
some closed term f such that ~Tx fSvx. If P = ATx.x#Tx) for some closed term 
j, then n(JI) <n(p) for all r < CQ and p(J,) G p(P’) for all r 4 Cui. Therefore, 
according to the induction assumption, jV represents the function i, from sA. We 
have that p(eI, . . . , ek) = cj(il(e,, . . . , ek), . . . , J&e,, . . . , ek)), therefore p E 
4. Let P = hTx. @Tx) for some closed term 1 such that ~Tx Z8@x. Let E be the 
closed term of type XZ’=, [(z”)“‘” -+ ti] defined by E = ~Y.(~Tx.((~Tx)~(Yx))). 
By Lemma 4.6, p(4) < p(p) for all i < II. Therefore 6 for i d n represents the 
function A from & which means that P represents the system of functions 
f f . ..) *. By Lemma 3.11 we have that for every F, the closed term e defined 
d; AX.(P.X)F belongs to a. Since AX.(E.X)p belongs to 2, according to 
Lemma 4.3 the function & as a function of its cuj first arguments belongs to .9& 
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This means that f; E 9”. Therefore the function $ belongs to .?J* n Pi. Let 
h : Ak+’ + A be a function defined by limited primitive recursion from the system 
f f Let B be the closed term of type (ti)‘+‘+ ti defined by . ..) n. 
&Yx.S(~E). By Lemma 3.8 we have that for every 7 and y, 
(P.(c.P)ppq (E.( [ijl A”.+))~. 
Thanks to Lemma 4.4 it means that d represents h. Therefore h E SA, There is 
the following relation between functions h and p: 
p(6, . . . , ek) = h(e,, e,, . . . , ek). 
Since the class .2$ is closed under composition we have p E gA. q 
5. Examples and applications 
In this section we will apply the proven characteristic of d-definable functions in 
some special free algebras. First of all we will investigate A-definability in the 
algebra N given by signature S, = [l, 01. We have two constructors. The first one 
is unary and is usually called successor. The other one is 0-ary and is called zero. 
The type ZA = (04 O)+ (O+ 0) is called the natural number type. The A.- 
definability of functions in this type was thoroughly studied by Schwichtenberg 
and Statman in [9] and [lo]. We will show their results as special cases of 
Theorems 4.5 and 4.7. Closed terms of type ti are called Church’s numerals, 
therefore any closed term of type rY’+ r?+. - -+ I! represents a k-ary 
numerical function. We will distinguish three &definable functions. The term 
Anmux.nu(mux) of type ti+ ti+ ti represents addition. The term 
~-nmz4x.n(Ay.muy)x of type tA -+ ti --, ZA represents multiplication. The term 
~nmku.x.n(~y.y.kux)(mux) of type tA + ti -P ti + ti represents the function 
f(n, m, k) = if n = 0 then m else k. A-definability of numerical functions is 
characterized in Theorems 4.5 and 4.7 in the following way. According to the 
definition, class .?& is the minimal class that contains the projections 
Ph.. . 9 xk) = xi, the constructors z(x) = 0 and s(x) =x + 1 and is closed under 
composition and limited primitive recursion: 
h(0, X1, . . . , xk) =fi(X,, . . . , xk), 
h(x + 1, x1, . . . , xk) =f,(h(x, xl, . . . ) xk), XI, . . . , xk) 
where f2 belongs to s0 as a function of its first argument. We will show that the 
limited primitive recursion can be replaced by an appropriate combination of 
addition, multiplication and if-then-else. The class of 1-ary functions from s0 
consists of all compositions of the three functions: identity, zero function, and 
successor. It is obvious that only functions f(n) = n or f (x) = x + n for some IZ are 
in this class. Therefore the recursion schema can be reduced to the following 
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cases: If fi(x, x1, . . . , xk) = n(xl, . . . , xk), then 
h(O, Xl, * * * , x/c) =fi(-% * * * , x/c), 
h(n + 1, Xl, . . . , Xk) = n(x1, . . . , Xk). 
In this case h can be defined as h(x, x1, . . . , xk) := if x = 0 then fi(xl, . . . , xk) 
else n(x,,..., xk). In the case when fz(x, x1, . . . , xk) =x + n(x,, . . . , xk) we 
have 
h(O, xl, . . . , G) =fih, . . . , x/c), 
h(x + 1, x1, . . . , x,J = h(x, x1, . . . , x,J + n(x,, . . . , xk). 
So h can be defined as h(x, xl, . . . , xk) =fi(xl, . . . , xk) +xn(x,, . . . , xk). 
Therefore we have proved Schwichtenberg’s theorem (cf. [9], [lo]). 
Theorem 5.1. I-definable numerical functions are just extended polynomials. 
The second example is about A-definability in the free algebra based on the 
signature [l, 1, 01. This example has been studied in [ 141. We have two unary 
constructors ‘cons,‘, ‘con+,’ and one 0-ary constructor A interpreted as the empty 
word. So expressions in this algebra are just words over the binary alphabet 
2= {a, b}. The type associated with this algebra is r! = (O-*O)+((O+O)+ 
(O+ 0)). Therefore any closed term of type ti + ti + - - - + ti represents some 
k-ary word operation. We will distinguish three A-definable functions. The term 
kduvx.cuv(duvx) of type ti + ti+ ti represents the function ‘append’. The 
term kdeuvx.c(Ay.duvy)(Ay.euvy)x of type ti + ti + ti + ti represents the 
function ‘sub’ defined by recursion as follows: 
sub@, y, z) = A, 
sub(a, y, z) = append(y, sub(x, y, z)), 
sub(bx, y, z) = append(z, sub(x, y, z)). 
Finally, the term ~cu~x.cu(Ay.x)x of type ti-, ti represents the function ‘cut,’ 
defined by 
cut,(A) = A, 
cut,(ux) = append(a, cut,(x)), 
cut,(bx) = A. 
Using those three functions we can define the additional operations: 
cutb(x) := sub(cut,(sub(x, b, a)), b, a), 
q(x) := cut,(append(sub(x, b, b), a), 
sq(x) : = sq@q(x)), 
be&(x) := sq(cut,(x)), 
occ,(x) : = sq(sub(x, a, A)), 
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w C33 TV := append(w, v), 
w ‘3 u := sub(w, V, A), 
ifx=Athenwelsev : = [sq(x) @ w] Cl3 Lsq(x) 63 v], 
if x begins with a then w else v 
:= [be&(x) 63 wl @ [sq(beg,(x)) 63~ VI, 
if a occurs in x then w else v 
:= [occ,(x) @ w] G3 Lsq(occ,(x)) co v]. 
A-definability of word functions is characterized in Theorems 4.5 and 4.7 in the 
following way. According to the definition, class @A is the minimal class that 
contains the projections p(x,, . . . , xk) = xi, the constructors cons,(x) = ax, 
cons,(x) = bx and E(x) = A and is closed under composition and limited primitive 
recursion: 
h(A, xl,. . . , Xk) =f1(x1, f . . > &)J 
h(ax, x1, . . . , x,c) =f,(h(x, ~1, . . . , x,2, XI, . . . , 4, 
h(bx, xl, . . . , -4 =f3(h(x, xl, . . . , .vc), XI, . . . , -4 
where f2, f3 belong to %, as functions of their first argument. We will show that 
the limited primitive recursion can be replaced by an appropriate combination of 
‘append’, ‘sub’ and ‘cut,‘. The class of 1-ary functions from SO consists of all 
compositions of the four functions: identity, cons,, consb and the function which 
maps constantly onto the word A. It is obvious that only the functions f (x) = w or 
f(x) = append(w, x) f or some word w are in this class. Therefore every recursive 
schema can be reduced to one of the following four cases: 
(I) If f2(x, x1,. . . ,xd = wh . . . ,+J and h(x, x1,. . . ,+J = Ml,. . . ,xd, 
then the recursive schema is as follows: 
h(A xl, . . . 9 xk) =f1(x1, . * f 9 x/c), 
h(ax, xl, . . . , xd = wz(x1, . . . , xd, 
h(bx, xl, . . . , x,J = w,(xl, . . . , x,J. 
In this case h can be defined by 
h(x, xl, . . . , x,J = if x = A then fl(xl, . . . , xk) else 
if x begins with a then w,(x,, . . . , xk) 
else w3(x1, . . . , xk) 
(2) If f2(x, x1, . . . , xk) = w2(x1, . . . , xk) and f3(x, x1, . . . , xk) = 
appen4w3h, . . . , xk), x), then the recursive schema is as follows: 
h(A, xl, . . . ,-d =./XXI, . . . , xd, 
h(w ~1, . . . ,xd = w&I, . . . > x,2, 
h(bx, xl, . . . , 4 = append(w& . . . , ~1, W, x1, . . . , xd). 
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In this case h can be defined by 
h(x, x1, . . . , x,J = if x = A then fi(xI, . . . , x,J else 
if a occurs in x then 
sub(cw,(x), 4 4x1, . . . ,x,4) @ WI, . ’ . ,x,c) 
else sub(x, A, w3(x1, . . . , xk)) @fi(xI, . . . , xk). 
(3) The next case, f2(x, x1, . . . , xk) = append(w*(xi, . . . , xk), x) and 
f3(x, Xl, * . . 9 x/c) = %(-b * * * , xk), is symmetrical with the previous one. 
(4) The last case, fi(x, x1, . . . , xk) = append(w,, x) and f3(x, x1, . . . , x,J = 
append(q, x), generates the following recursive schema: 
h(A, xl, . . . , 4 =./&I, . . . 7 x,J, 
Q-c ~1,. . . , 4 = append(w2, W, ~1, . , . ,xd), 
h@x, ~1, . . . ,Q) = append(w,, h(x, x1, . . . , x,J). 
Therefore h can be replaced by a nonrecursive definition as follows: 
h(x, x1, . . . , x,c) = sub& ~4x1, . . . , 4 ~4x1, . . . > x,c)) @fi(x,, . . . , x,J. 
Therefore we have proved the following (cf [14]): 
Theorem 5.2. A-definable word functions are just compositions 
and cut,. 
of append, sub 
For finite algebras given by signature [0, . . . , 0] h-definability is discussed in 
[ll, p. 241, [14, p. 51 and [15]. We have n unary constructors ci, . . . , c,. By 
Theorems 4.5 and 4.7, S$ is the minimal class that contains the projections 
p(x1, . . * 7 x,J = xi, the constructors p(x) = Ci for i = 1, . . . , n and is closed under 
composition and limited primitive recursion: 
h(c,, ~1, . . . ,Q) =fih . . . 9 4, 
h(c,, ~1, . . . , xd =fnh, . . . > 4~ 
Therefore we have proved the following (cf [15]): 
Theorem 5.3. Every function f: {c,, . . . , c,,}~+- {c,, . . . , c,} is representable. 
A much stronger version of this is proved in [15]. 
A set of functions % generates a set of functions 9 if every f E 9 is defined 
explicitly from functions in 3. 9 is finitely generated if there is finite 3 that 
generates it. 
From the functional completeness of n-valued propositional logic it follows that 
in algebra [0, . . . , 0] the set of A-definable elements is finitely generated. In both 
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algebras [l, 0] of natural numbers and [l, 1, 0] of words, the set of A-definable 
operations is finitely generated. It has been proved by Leivant in [7] that the set 
of A-definable functions in algebra [2,0] of finite binary trees, surprisingly is not 
finitely generated (see also [16]). 
Example 5.4. This example is adopted from [16] about A-definability on the 
functions of binary trees, i.e., the free algebra given by signature [2,0]. This is a 
continuation of Example 4.1. This exmaple is to show the algorithm presented in 
Theorem 4.7 and Lemma 3.8. Let P be the term ATpx.T(Ayz.p(Tpy)z)x of type 
r/+ @. The problem is to find a function represented by P. That term P is of 
the form ATpx. T(Ayz.Z, Tpxyz)(Z2px) where Z, and Z, are terms: 
ZI = Atpxyz.p(Tpy)z and Zz = ATpx.x. 
Let us define the term 4 of type (I?)‘+ ti by 
4 = AWZTpx.ZTpx(Wpx)(Zpx) =,&WZTpx.p(Tp(Wpx))(Zpx). 
Term F2 is identical with Z,. Let fi and f2 be represented by Fl and F2. Therefore 
the function h defined by 
h(C Y) =fi(y), 
Ws’, Y) =f2w Y), w, Yh Y) 
is represented by the term Z? = ASTpx.S(Ayz.p(Tpy)z)x (see Lemma 3.8 and 
Theorem 4.7) and we have 
p(t) = W, t). 
Therefore we have reduced the problem of finding the representation for h to the 
problem of finding the representation for less complex terms 4 and F2. F2 
represents f*(t) = E. Fl is of the form 
4 = AYZTpx.p(F,,YZTpx)(&YZTpx) 
where F,, = AYZTpx. Tp(Ypx) and Fr2 = AYZTpx.Zpx. &I represents 
frr(y, z, t) = append(t, y) (see Example 4.1) and F12 represents the projection 
fi2(y, z, t) = z and the function f,(y, z, t) =f,,(y, z, t)“fJy, z, t). Therefore we 
have the following system of recursive functions which define the function p: 
p(t) = h(t, t), 
h(E, t) = E, 
h(s”s’, t) =f,(h(s, t), h(s’, t), t), 
MY, z, t) = (MY, z7 t))h(fi2(Y? Z? t)), 
MY, z, t) = append@, Y 1, 
MY, z, t) = z. 
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Example 5.5. This is a continuation of Example 4.1. This example shows the 
algorithm used for the Soundness Theorem. Let the function h : A*_* A be given 
by a system of recursive equations. The problem is to find a term representing h. 
Let h be given as 
h(c, 9 =fi(t) = t, 
h(ShS’, t) =_&(h(S, 0, W’, t), t), 
f2(Y, z,‘r) = r^y. 
It is easy to check that fi E @*. Function fi is represented by Fl = ATpx. Tpx and fi 
is represented by F2 = AYZTpx.p(Tpx)(Ypx). Therefore the function h is 
represented by (see Lemma 3.10) 
H = ASTpx.S(Ayz.F(Ap’x’.y)(Ap’x’.z)Tpx)(GTpx) 
=,&Tpx.S(Ayz.p(Tpx)y)(Tpx). 
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